SIEGENIA Innovations for you:

ALU axxent PLUS
Your benefits3:
➊ Non-corrosive materials ensure sustainably
beautiful and resistant surfaces
➋ Narrow face widths for large glazed areas
 lmost unlimited possibilities for the design
➌ A
of the window

Our products and solutions bring spaces to life
and give people a sense of well-being: www.siegenia.com.

Window systems
Door systems
Comfort systems

ALU axxent PLUS
concealed hinge side.

SIEGENIA offers the perfect solution for
design-oriented room concepts with
the new ALU axxent PLUS. All hardware

Set an
invisible axxent.

Benefits for fabricators
A high level of pre-assembly facilitates

components are integrated in the win-

installation of the ALU axxent PLUS

dow profile and fully concealed. Window

The optimised mounting technology

profiles can be reduced further and glass
areas enlarged thanks to the innovative

enhances fabrication on the window

technology.

A high load capacity of up to 150 kg

Large and heavy window elements can

creates lasting safety of application

move safely and consistently due to its

The 3D adjustability supports the

high load capacity. Supplemented by the

installation of the window elements in

ALU GLOBE RR design-led handle, the

the building

window design is reduced to the bare
essentials.
By offering optional upgrades to the highest resistance classes, SIEGENIA makes

without additional load-bearing rods

Also suitable for extremely narrow
window widths of only 210 mm in
turn-only sashes and 380 mm in turnand-tilt sashes

a significant contribution to the topic of
room comfort in terms of security as well.

Benefits for architects and
end users
Fully concealed hardware components
enable reduction to the bare essentials
The ALU GLOBE RR design-led handle
without the rose supports the clean
design and also ensures outstanding
ease of use
	 The high load-bearing capacity creates high reserves and supports safe
operation throughout the entire life of
the window
Especially narrow visible profile widths
ensure an increased glass content and
not only bring an airy visual effect but
also more light into the house
Fully concealed hardware components
provide maximum design flexibility in
terms of the colour of the window
	 Anti-corrosive materials ensure a
sustainably protected surface and the
greatest resistance to aggressive ambient conditions

You can find more technical information in our
Download portal.
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